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SOA-Based Enterprise Integration: A Step-by-Step Guide to Services-based ApplicationMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Foreword by Ray Harishankar, IBM Fellow

"There are many books on the market on the topic of SOA and SOA's business and technology value.  This book focuses on one of the key technical values of SOA and does an excellent job of describing SOA-based application integration by clarifying the relationship and patterns of SOA with other...
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The VC-1 and H.264 Video Compression Standards for Broadband Video Services (Multimedia Systems and Applications)Springer, 2008
The MPEG committee standardized the MPEG AVC (H.264) video coding standard in May 2003. The standard has since seen strong interest and adoption from the industry. A competing standard developed by Microsoft, referred to as VC-1, was standardized in SMPTE in April 2006. VC-1 is essentially a standardized version of Microsoft's Windows Media Video...
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Mastering Maya 2009Sybex, 2009
The Ultimate Maya 2009 Resource for Intermediate to Advanced Users

If you already know the basics of Maya, now you can elevate your skills with Maya 2009 and the advanced coverage in this authoritative new reference and tutorial. From modeling, texturing, animation, and visual effects to high-level techniques for film, television, games,...
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Handbook of LasersCRC Press, 2000
Lasers continue to be an amazingly robust field of activity, one of continually expanding scientific and technological frontiers. Thus today we have lasing without inversion, quantum cascade lasers, lasing in strongly scattering media, lasing in biomaterials, lasing in photonic crystals, a single atom laser, speculation about black hole lasers,...
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Bioinorganic CatalysisCRC Press, 1999


	Catalysis has been an extremely important area within chemistry and has been

	well described over the course of the last few decades. Biocatalysis is a more

	recent branch of catalysis in which the catalyst and the process originate from the

	biological sciences and deals with enzymes. In the previous decade, a monograph

	dealing...
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Beacon Technologies: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the BeacosystemApress, 2016

	Learn the key standardsâ€•iBeacon, Eddystone, Bluetooth 4.0, and AltBeaconâ€•and how they work with other proximity technologies. Then build your understanding of the proximity framework and how to identify and deploy the best solutions for your own business, institutional, or consulting needs.


	Proximity technologyâ€•in...
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XPath and XPointerO'Reilly, 2002
XML documents contain regular but flexible structures. Developers can use those structures as a framework on which to build powerful transformative and reporting applications, as well as to establish connections between different parts of documents. XPath and XPointer are two W3C-created technologies that make these structures accessible to...
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Robot Builder's Bonanza (Tab Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Library Journal : The author of The Robot Builder's Sourcebook ... offers a series of easy-to-do projects ranging from adapting common toys to walking robots to giving your robot sound capabilities.  He includes new information on LEGO(R) Mindstorms(tm), microcontrollers, robotics programming, and other technological developments....
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Maya Feature Creature Creations (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2008
When I was growing up, there were almost no learning resources at my disposal. Trial and error is extremely frustrating. Around the age of seven, I saw an interview with Ray Harryhausen on the making of Clash of the Titans. That was the first “making of ” I’d seen. He discussed making foam puppets from sculptures and placing...
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Elements of Modern X-ray PhysicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Eagerly awaited, this second edition of a best-selling textcomprehensively describes from a modern perspective the basics ofx-ray physics as well as the completely new opportunities offeredby synchrotron radiation. Written by internationally acclaimedauthors, the style of the book is to develop the basic physicalprinciples without obscuring...
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The Ap Professional Graphics Cd-Rom LibraryAcademic Press, 1995
This volume attempts to continue along the path blazed by the first two volumes of this series, capturing the spirit of the creative graphics programmer. Each of the Gems represents a carefully crafted technique or idea that has proven useful for the respective author. These contributors have graciously allowed these ideas to be shared with you....
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Telecommunications and Data Communications HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A practical, accessible survey of telecommunications and data communications services and technologies
Finally, there is a commonsense guide to telecommunications and data communications that non-engineers can understand. Popular author Ray Horak provides comprehensive, up-to-date information in plain English, instead of confusing technotalk....
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